
Recalled Landscapes Patrizio Kroyani: A
Mesmerizing Journey Through Time
When it comes to contemporary art, few artists have managed to captivate
audiences and critics alike, quite like Patrizio Kroyani. With his exceptional talent,
artistic vision, and unique approach, Kroyani has successfully carved a niche for
himself in the art world. One of his most remarkable bodies of work is the
Recalled Landscapes series, taking viewers on a mesmerizing journey through
time and space.

A Glimpse into Patrizio Kroyani's Life

Before delving into the fascinating world of Recalled Landscapes, it is essential to
understand the artist himself. Born and raised in a small Italian village, Kroyani
always felt a deep connection with nature and the beauty it embodies. From an
early age, he discovered his passion for art and spent countless hours perfecting
his craft.

Kroyani's art education took him to prestigious institutions in Italy, France, and the
United States. His diverse background and exposure to different cultures played
a crucial role in shaping his artistic style. With a profound appreciation for both
classical and contemporary art, Kroyani developed a unique blend of traditional
techniques and modern concepts.
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Recalled Landscapes: Unveiling the Timeless Beauty

Recalled Landscapes is an ongoing series that showcases Kroyani's exceptional
talent and deep understanding of nature's essence. The series takes inspiration
from various landscapes the artist has encountered during his travels, subtly
blending memories and emotions into each artwork. Kroyani believes that a
landscape is more than just a physical place; it is a collection of stories,
memories, and experiences.

Each piece in the Recalled Landscapes series encapsulates the essence of a
particular location. From the lush green fields of Tuscany to the rugged mountains
of Patagonia, Kroyani's paintings allow viewers to immerse themselves in
different worlds. The vivid use of color, intricate details, and meticulous brushwork
transport the audience to a realm where time seems to stand still.

What sets Kroyani apart from other artists is his ability to convey not just the
beauty but also the emotions associated with each landscape. One cannot help
but feel a sense of tranquility when gazing at his painting of a serene lake at
sunset or a deep sense of awe when faced with a majestic cliffside. Kroyani's
mastery lies in his powerful storytelling, inviting viewers to connect with the
landscapes on a profound level.

Exploring the Time-Space Continuum

Recalled Landscapes not only takes viewers on a visual journey but also explores
the concept of time and its impact on our perception of landscapes. Kroyani's
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work challenges the notion that landscapes are constant and unchanging.
Instead, he suggests that our memories and experiences shape how we perceive
the world around us.

The artist's use of light and shadow is key in conveying this temporal aspect of
his art. By playing with different lighting conditions, Kroyani creates the illusion of
different times of day or even seasons within a single painting. This gives viewers
a sense of movement and evolution, as if the landscape itself is alive.

The Recalled Landscapes series is a testament to Kroyani's ability to capture
fleeting moments and encapsulate them onto canvas. It serves as a reminder that
even though time passes and landscapes may change, their beauty and
significance remain ingrained in our memories.

The Impact of Recalled Landscapes

Since its inception, Recalled Landscapes has garnered critical acclaim and
captivated art enthusiasts around the world. Kroyani's ability to transport viewers
to different places and evoke powerful emotions has left a lasting impression on
countless individuals.

Art critics have praised Kroyani's unique artistic vision and his ability to
seamlessly blend elements of realism and abstract expressionism. His attention
to detail and the profound emotional depth in his work have earned him
numerous awards and accolades. Kroyani's art can be admired in prestigious
galleries, private collections, and museums, making him a highly sought-after
contemporary artist.

: A Journey Worth Recalling



Recalled Landscapes Patrizio Kroyani is a body of work that transcends time and
space, inviting viewers to embark on a mesmerizing journey through captivating
landscapes. The series not only showcases Kroyani's exceptional talent but also
challenges our perception of the world around us.

Through his unique artistic vision and meticulous attention to detail, Kroyani
captures the beauty of landscapes and instills a sense of wonder in those who
experience his art. Recalled Landscapes is a testament to the power of art to
transport us, evoke emotions, and connect us with memories that shape our
understanding of the world.

Whether you are an art enthusiast, a lover of nature, or simply someone looking
to be inspired, Recalled Landscapes Patrizio Kroyani is an artistic journey you
don't want to miss. Step into the world of Kroyani's mesmerizing landscapes and
let yourself be captivated by their timeless beauty.
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A small collection of seven poems from a larger collection. All first drafts written in
2003 during a bout of depression. Thompson uses writing to communicate some
of his thoughts on his own depression and the relationship with his father, himself
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a depressive and schizophrenic. The poems were later titled Recalled
Landscapes after a collection of oil paintings by his long term collaborator Mark
Thirlwell
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